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CareSpaces works with Architects, Occupational Therapists,
and Contractors across the UK to develop equipment solutions
tailored for individuals with disabilities and their caregivers.

We approach every project with the same professional process.

Discovery
This initial stage is often the most
important. It is important to include as
many stakeholders in this process as is
feasible, capturing the processes which
happen and understanding the challenges
which are being dealt with. This is also the
point at which we consider the built
environment and the parameters within
which we have to work.

Installation
Our team is focussed on delivering your
agreed design in the most efficient way.We
liaise with other trades to make the process
as straightforward as possible, handing over
a systemwith clear user training.

Design
Considering the products for their clinical
impact as well as spatial effect is important.
Very few spaces are so large that layout is
inconsequential, very few clients could care
less about the aesthetic of their
surroundings.We draw up plans that reflect
both the practical goals and the aspirations
of the team.

Maintain
We consider it essential to keep your
investment in tip-top condition – carrying
out regular safety checks and maintenance
routines ensures that your investment keeps
on giving for as long as possible.

Working with CareSpacesIntroduction
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At CareSpaces we're passionate about making a difference
to people's lives.

With over two decades of expertise, CareSpaces excels
in the specialised design and installation of inclusive spaces.

With extensive product knowledge, alongside a rich heritage in the
building industry, we’ll bring a unique blend of experience to your project.
Whether it's crafting innovative solutions for bathrooms, classrooms,
bedrooms, pools, or complete care suites, our multidisciplinary approach
ensures a harmonious balance between creative vision and technical
precision.

Our commitment is to deliver the optimal outcome for the space,
its users, and the dedicated caregivers.

Contact CareSpaces today

Speak to a CareSpaces expert on 01634 949988,
email carespaces@wealdenrehab.com, or visit carespaces.co.uk

To book your session email
sales@wealdenrehab.com

Lunch& Learn

FREESESSION
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High specification required

A highly specified Changing Places toilet has been provided
as part of the extensive customer rest area.

The main contractor, tasked with an extensive schedule of
works and a rigorous delivery timeline, sought assistance
fromCareSpaces to ensure that the fit-out of this space was
compliant.

Our teamworked with the architect and interior designers,
before completing the project for the contractor.

Marks & Spencer recently opened a new clothing and
food store in Leamington Spa as part of their national
store-estate modernisation strategy.

Marks & Spencer Leamington Spa

A viable project

When the Project Manager at
BirminghamChildren’s Hospital got
in touch with CareSpaces to discuss
the requirement for a Changing Places
facility, he already had a space within
the building in mind. Unsure if it
would work, he contacted CareSpaces
to find out the viability of the space
and to ask us to design a compliant
Changing Places.

The original space planned for the
project was found to be too small.
We located a room two doors further
up the corridor that was suitable for
the Changing Places install.We
submitted a proposal that was
approved by the Project Manager and
Changing Places UK.

The Birmingham Children’s Hospital had a fun high spec changing
room installed to make it easier for their clients to use their facilities.

Meeting challenges

The ceiling level of the identified
space had to be raised to ensure the
new Changing Places would be
compliant. However, this came with
its own challenges which meant that
the fire and sprinkler system also had
to be altered and re-tested for
efficiency. Fire protection also had to
be added since the build required the
demolition of an intermediate wall.

Timely installation

The installation took place over two
days and on completion the new
BirminghamChildren’s Hospital
Changing Places was registered on the
National Map. The whole project took
around 6 weeks to deliver.

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED

Premium 200
Shower Bed

GoLift ceiling hoist
on XY track system

Wall Mounted
Screen

Select Wash Basin
Bracket

Contour 21 Comfort HeightWC

Stainless steel folding and fixed grab rails

Stainless steel bins and dispensers

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED

Contour 21 Comfort HeightWC

Stainless steel folding and fixed grab rails

Stainless steel bins and dispensers

GoLift ceiling hoist
on XY track system

Wall Mounted
Screen

Select Wash Basin
Bracket

Birmingham Children’s Hospital

Gold
CASE STUDY

Gold
CASE STUDY
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Premium 200
Shower Bed

SCANTO FIND
OUTMORE
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Busy shopping centre

Churchill Square is a busy town
centre shopping destination in
Brighton. In 2022, whilst updating
the main toilet areas, plans were
approved to include accessibleWCs,
mother & baby areas, a prayer room,
and a Changing Places toilet.

GrahamConstruction were
appointed as the main contractor
and we were delighted to be asked
to assist with the installation of the
Changing Places toilet facility.

Planning and design

The initial site visit highlighted
challenges with the proposed layout,
which were addressed easily with
the Graham design team. Providing
detailed drawings for other trades
to work to, and managing the
process through theTrimble
ConstructionOne™ portal, made
for a straightforward lead into the
construction phase.

Churchill Square Shopping Centre in Brighton chose to install a
Changing Places toilet facility whilst updating its main toilet areas.

Installation and handover

Due to the construction of the
partition walls, the GoLift ceiling hoist
systemwas mounted on our slim-line
wall posts, removing the requirement
for extra pattressing. A thermostatic
shower was positioned over the
Premium 200 shower bench. A height-
adjustable basin and wall-mounted
privacy screen complemented the
equipment along with the remaining
accessories.

Training and support

CareSpaces supported with a training
session for key security and support
staff, and made the application to
Changing Places to display the facility
on the national database.

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED

Contour 21 Comfort HeightWC

Stainless steel folding and fixed grab rails

Stainless steel bins and dispensers

GoLift ceiling hoist
on XY track system

Wall Mounted
Screen

Select Wash Basin
Bracket

Churchill Square Shopping Centre

Silver
CASE STUDY
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Scarborough General Hospital’s plans to install a
Changing Places toilet became a reality after raising
charitable funds and securing capital budget.

Scarborough Hospital

GoLift ceiling hoist
on XY track system

Contour 21

Ergonomic folding rails each side of theWC,
hand dryer, soap & paper and dispensers,

All the accessories required for compliance.

Powered sliding door

A newwall was built to provide a
powered sliding door, equipped with
a magnetic RADAR lock, to protect
the external lobby from a door
swing. The low-speed sliding action
is quiet and low-energy, so whilst
it’s carrying a door leaf of nearly
1100mmwide and 70kg it makes
entrance into the room, and locking
the door, very straight-forward.

Finishing touches

Non-slip vinyl with welded joints
and a coved upturn allowed the
PVC wall cladding to form a seal
against water ingress. A new ceiling
grid was installed with moisture
resistant tiles and lay-in LED light
fixtures. Emergency call points were
fitted with anti-ligature cords.

The trust access officer was closely
involved in ensuring that the solution
was compliant and inclusive.

Experience & knowledge

CareSpaces won the tender based on
the experience we had in delivering
similarly complex refurbishment
projects, with particular attention
paid to working in a busy public
environment.

As the project progressed we adjusted
our site perimeter to provide security
to our worksite, whilst maintaining
safe passage for patient trolleys and
pedestrian traffic.

Our team constructed internal
walls to provide ducts for services
and sufficient support for the
hoist rails. As part of our work we
had to relocate light fittings in
the entrance lobby and reinstate
aWi-Fi point. Once the new lobby
had been established, carpet was
laid to maintain safety.

Wall Mounted
Screen

Silver
CASE STUDY

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED Premium 200
Shower Bed

Premium 200
Shower Bed
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EQUIPMENT PROVIDED

GoLift ceiling hoist
on XY track system

Avero bath

Matrix Small
Wash Basin

Aquaclean Mera

Mr B’s bedroom and bathroomwere connected by a ceiling hoist system
for easy transfers, with a height-adjustable spa bath and a wash-dryWC.

CareSpaces also determined which bathroom equipment would be best
suited to Mr B based on his individual needs.We identified the need for
a washer/dryer toilet, and Mr B decided that as a single user not sharing
his bathroom facilities, he preferred a static-height hand basin.

Also recommended was an Avero care bath with air spa system. Not
only does this height-adjustable bath make it easier for carers to
comfortably support Mr B with bathing, but the air spa also provides
a relaxing, therapeutic massage effect that he can enjoy.

This project saw a homeowner develop an existing
garage into ground floor accommodation enabling
him to stay in his home.

Private
Home

CASE STUDY

Northampton Private Home

CareCapsule

With no available space in the
existingVisitor Centre for a Changing
Places toilet, the client chose to
place a CareCapsule in the grounds of
East Carlton Country Park.

Overcoming access issues

While there was plenty of space
available for the CareCapsule, the
existing site infrastructure made it
impossible to get the vehicle needed
to carry the unit up to the site. This
meant that instead of being delivered
as a prefabricated unit, the
CareCapsule had to be delivered in
kit form and then assembled onsite.

Electrical services were 150m away
from the location for the
CareCapsule. This meant that it
was necessary to get a specialist
subcontractor to dig and lay an
armoured cable to the site.
Meanwhile, water from an adjacent
toilet block and drainage was plumbed
in to bring all services online.

CareCapsule, our customisable modular Changing Places toilet was
chosen for a park that welcomes more than 400,000 visitors annually.

East Carlton Country Park

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED

GoLift ceiling hoist
on XY track system

Wall Mounted
Screen

Premium Doc MWC

Premium 200
Shower Bed

Silver
CASE STUDY

Limiting environmental
impact

To limit the environmental impact of
the build to the surrounding country
park the decision was made to use
ground screws. These eliminate the
need for concrete and avoid any
damage to tree root systems.

Customisable

The client chose to clad the
CareCapsule in a brick that closely
resembled the adjacentVisitor
Centre. A Fibo® waterproof internal
cladding was specified featuring a
colour wall for extra contrast and
visual interest.And, as an external
unit, a steel security door has
been fitted, while a modest
entry platformwas incorporated
to ensure level access.

The CareCapsule fit-out met
the requirements of BS8300 –
the Changing Places standard –
and CareSpaces delivered
training to staff.

Care
Capsule
CASE STUDY
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School
Hygiene
Room

CASE STUDY

CareSpaces were contacted by a Primary Academy to design
and install a hygiene room. The room was needed for a new pupil
with additional needs starting at the school in the September.

Tymberwood School

A tight schedule

Our third challenge was the time
in which to complete the project.
We had the school summer holiday
period to start, complete, and hand
over ready for the new school year.

Our expert team
pull out all the stops

Our first task was to reconfigure the
walls in the old storeroom by utilising
space from two neighbouring
classrooms. Once complete, we
began work on the hygiene room.

As well as working continuously on
the hygiene room to complete it
on time.We also put new flooring
down in the neighbouring classrooms
that had been affected by the
wall reconfiguration, along with
new wall decor.

A fantastic hygiene room

The tight time frame was always
going to be challenge for us;
however, our amazing team
completed the hygiene room
(and the two classrooms) with a
day to spare. It was an incredible
achievement, and we were
determined not to let the new
pupil down.

Tymberwood School now has a
well-lit, modern hygiene room
which staff and pupils are very
pleased with – plus it is now a
safe area that fully complies with
building regulations.

Overcoming challenges
for compliance

During the consultation phase with
the school in May, we were shown
to an old store cupboard which
was to be the desired location of the
new hygiene room.With the room
being too small to adhere to
regulations, our designs had to
incorporate the reconfiguration of
walls in the neighbouring classrooms.
However, making a compliant space
out of a room that didn’t meet
regulations was just the first of our
many challenges.

The next hurdle we were faced
with was the discovery of asbestos
which required removal under a
specialist licence.We were able
to obtain the permit and safely
clear the asbestos, from the school
in order to begin work.

GoLift ceiling hoist
on XY track system

Premium Doc MWC

Premium 175
Shower Bed

In addition we provided a large level access
shower along with a range of accessories
including grab rails, drop bars and a mirror.

Height-adjustable
wash basin

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED
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Respite
Centre

CASE STUDY

Meadowside Respite Centre in Deal provides a short-break care
service to adults with a disability, and when it came to refurbish the
facially CareSpaces worked alongside the council on the renovation.

Meadowside Respite Centre

A dedicated space
to engage the senses

Meadowside Respite Centre
accommodates adults with autism
and challenging behaviours so a
sensory roomwas a must. For this
part of the project, we brought in our
specialist designers and therapists
with experience in sensory room
design to ensure the room layout
and style were just right, and the
sensory objects met the needs of the
individuals.

The CareSpaces team created a great
sensory room filled with objects to
engage the senses, providing an area
to calm people with agitation or
anxiety while also engaging those
who are more withdrawn from their
environment, along with a GoLift
hoist system to ensure the area was
accessible to all.

A kitchen suitable
for everyone

One of the first rooms we started
work on was the kitchen. Knowing it
was going to be used by both
wheelchair users and non-wheelchair
users, the layout was crucial. The old
kitchen at Meadowside had a small
floor area and so wasn’t suitable for
wheelchair users.We brought in
designers and therapists to design an
accessible kitchen that allowed space
not only for a wheelchair to enter,
but for the user to move around in
and use the cooking and food
preparation areas with ease. This
included installing Neff Slide and
Hide ovens so the wheelchair could
get close to the oven, and height-
adjustable hobs, surfaces, sink with
space underneath them for the
wheelchair to fit.

GoLift ceiling hoist
XY track system

AquaClean Mera

Barella shower
trolley

Fully accessible kitchen.

Neff slide and hide oven.

Care toilets and care baths

Height-adjustable washbasin.

Sensory room equipment.

Wall Mounted
Screen

EQUIPMENT PROVIDED

Adaptations to make every
room work for the residents

The remaining rooms at Meadowside
required minor updates and
freshening up. Each bedroomwas
installed with a GoLift room covering
hoist system and whilst some of the
bathrooms were updated with
standard bathroom fixtures and
fittings, three of them became
adapted bathrooms.

This included adding specialist
height-adjustable baths including
Avero Motion, Multibath and
Compact 17, plus height-adjustable
basins, GoLift room covering hoist
systems, sensory projectors,
Aquaclean Mera care toilets and
height-adjustable grab rails.
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People with profound and multiple learning disabilities or with physical
disabilities, such as spinal injuries, muscular dystrophy and multiple
sclerosis often need extra equipment and space to allow them to use the
toilets safely and comfortably. These needs are met by Changing Places
toilets.

Changing Places toilets enable anyone, regardless of their disability,
to go to the shops, attend hospital appointments, enjoy community life,
socialise, and travel – all the things that most of us take for granted.
Changing Places toilets should be provided in addition to standard
accessible toilets.

CareSpaces & Changing Places

At CareSpaces we are committed to the Changing Places initiative,
and we are proud to say that we have delivered over 100 of these facilities
throughout the UK.

Your Changing Places project will be designed by our expert and friendly
consultants. We can look after surveys, planning, installation and
commissioning – taking the problem off your desk!

After installation, we can take care of Changing Places registration, routine
servicing, and maintenance in line with LOLER regulations.
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All Changing Places toilets must provide adequate space
to allow a user to be assisted by carers. A Changing Places
should be a minimum of 12m² (generally 3m by 4m).

There should be step-free access to an entrance door
that has a minimum clear opening width of 1m. Inside
there must be a minimum ceiling height of 2.4m
and enough room for a turning space of 2m x 1.8m.

In addition, the floor must be non-slip and there should
be both good lighting and good room temperature control.

What’s in a Changing Places toilet?

AChanging Places
toiletmakes

day-to-day activities
&outings accessible

for everyone.

1. WC, comfort height-
adjustable

2. Nursing bench, height-
adjustable

3. Basin, height-adjustable

4. Ceiling hoist on XY track

5. Folding support arms x 2

6. Grab rails, 600mm

7. Privacy screen

8. Push button hand dryer

9. Hand towel dispenser

10. Coat hooks

11. General waste bin

12. Clinical waste bin

13. Colostomy bag shelf

14. Mirror, 1000 x 600

15. Couch roll dispenser

16. Shower with 2m hose
(not mandatory)

A typical plan showing the equipment that a registered Changing Places toilet must incorporate.

What are Changing Places toilets?

CareSpaces | 17
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CareKitchen for greater independence

CareSpaces provides the planning and installation of accessible kitchens,
ensuring they are tailored to individuals with disabilities or mobility
challenges, allowing them to use the kitchens safely and comfortably.

Each CareKitchen is meticulously crafted to blend functionality with
style, fostering enhanced independence. With height-adjustable counter
tops offering the perfect working height and cupboards designed to be
both accessible and visible, our kitchens eliminate the need for bending
and straining, ensuring a seamless and comfortable experience.

Selected appliances

Our kitchens feature specially selected appliances, such as ovens with
Slide & Hide doors that are safer and easier to use, along with considered
design that places appliances at convenient heights for the user.

Range of accessories

We offer a range of accessories that help independent living, from handles
that provide a safer grip, to surfaces that help wheelchair users or that offer
slip-resistance to help prevent falls.

Height-adjustable worktops

Electrical height-adjustable system allows
you to easily adjust the tabletop for the
perfect working height for both persons
sitting or standing.

Easily controlled by an integrated
press pad.

Accessible appliances

A range of accessible appliances and
considered design and placement
helps promote independent living.

Height-adjustable cupboards

Our goal is to make it easy to see and
reach everything in all wall cabinets –
the solution you choose, will depend on
ability to reach and if standing or seated.

Remote operation for ease of use



MoLift Air

Patient Handling

The MoLift Air is an innovative, functional, and well-designed hoisting aid
that combines patient comfort with safe and comfortable lifting.

The user-friendly design enables a single caregiver to perform daily lifting
situations, allowing more time for caring for the individual.

MoLift Air features a remote control and can be used with both fixed ceiling
rails and portable freestanding systems. Room-to-room transfers are made
possible due to its low weight and clever quick-release function.

FEATURES

✓200kg, 300kg & 500kg safe working load models

✓Suitable for all transfers

✓Wall mounted charger or in-rail charging

✓Range of sling bars

✓Intuitive hand control

✓Compatible with most gantry and track systems

✓Soft start and stop

✓Emergency lower

MoLift Duo
The MoLift Duo is a lightweight aluminium freestanding gantry.
It is easy to install, dismantle, and move elsewhere without
additional fixtures on ceiling or walls.

With a lifting capacity of 300kg, it is ideal for everyday transfers
and is ideally suited to temporary lift applications in hospitals,
nursing homes, or private homes.

The MoLift Duo accommodates most bed and room sizes,
with a two-post freestanding system adjustable up to a height
of 2550mm.The rail lengths range from 2000 to 3500mm.

MoLift Quattro
The MoLift Quattro is a temporary hoist gantry with excellent
stability. It provides a safe and reliable alternative when the
hoisting need is temporary or when the facility is not built for
fixed installations.

The gantry is easy to install without the need to mount additional
fixtures on the wall or ceiling and is ideally suited for temporary
hoist applications in nursing or private homes.

The MoLift Quattro has a lightweight aluminum frame, four
steel posts, and covers the surface of the hoisting requirement.
It can be supplied in two sizes: 3x3m and 4x4m.
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GoLift

GoLift Portable
The GoLift Portable 450 builds on what the fixed GoLift hoist has already
perfected. Reliability is key, and that is why we have insisted on having all-
metal gears. And despite being one of the lightest overhead hoists available,
GoLift Portable is still capable of lifting 204kg (32st)!

The GoLift Portable 450 is designed for convenient lifting. The operator
(or user) can choose from the integral controls on the hoist, or the hand
control. Either way, you will experience a soft start, comfortable lift, with up
to 55 cycles per charge, making it suitable for a multi-user environment.

FEATURES

✓204kg / 32st safe working load

✓Only 2.7kg in weight

✓Up to 55 lifts per charge

✓Metal gears for longevity

✓Compatible with most gantry and track systems

✓Soft start and stop

✓Emergency lower

✓Audible low battery signal

Transition gatesTurntable XY system

GoTrack is available in 3 different depths starting at just 60mm high.
This super-slimline profile helps maximise lift height and improve aesthetics.

The modular track gives you flexibility to suit the needs of any working
environment. Depending on how the hoist is to be used, we can design
and fit straight, curved and XY (full room coverage) track configurations.

GoLift Track & Options
GoLift is the ideal ceiling lift system designed for routine transfers of
patients. It boasts state-of-the-art battery technology coupled with
all-metal gears that allows the caregiver to safely and effortlessly
transfer a patient weighing up to 318kg on a single lift. For larger patients,
the GoLift 1000 offers a lifting capacity of 454kg.

GoLift is designed to maximise the effective lift height in any scenario.
Its super-compact dimensions and slim-line rails ensure that GoLift can deliver
fantastic transfers in situations where lift height is a challenge.

Functional design

GoLift is suited to everyday use, its smooth edges and rounded corners are not
only aesthetically pleasing but help address infection control requirements.

Ready to lift in any installation

Our compact ceiling hoist is a versatile and efficient
solution poised for seamless installation in any setting.
From public venues, healthcare facilities to residential
spaces, its adaptability knows no bounds.

GOLIFT SWL

GoLift 400 - 181kg / 28st

GoLift 450 - 205kg / 32st

GoLift 700 - 318kg / 50st

GoLift 1000 - 454kg / 72st

FEATURES

✓Soft start and stop

✓Emergency stop

✓Free fall brake (over-speed governor)

✓Tested to: ISO10535-06, CE

Double & triple track profiles
offer additional capacity.

Track profiles

Patient Handling
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A smart solution for pool decks, wellness centres, and
rehabilitation facilities, I-Swim 3 stands out from the rest.
The moveable arms provide great flexibility and multiple
configurations.

The I-Swim 3 can be ordered in two different sizes: standard
with 180kg lifting capacity, or MAXI with an extended lifting
arm and 250kg lifting capacity.

The pool hoist can be equipped with a fixed seat, a detachable
seat, or with a detachable stretcher.

FEATURES

✓180kg/250kg safe working load

✓Aluminium / stainless steel construction

✓Voltage: 24V

✓Lifting cycles: 50 cycles

I-Swim 3

FEATURES

✓140kg safe working load

✓Hydraulically operated

✓Optional ‘Ranger chair’

✓Choice of socket fixings to suit all surfaces

The Dipper is used at swimming pools, therapy pools, and
quayside locations with a specification that is highly functional
and easy to use.

Its design assures full integration with a pool environment.
The Dipper is a proven, reliable, and safe method of gaining
access to the water and has a weight capacity of 140kg (22st).

The Dipper hoist can be used either with a spreader bar and
sling arrangement or the Ranger transporter chair.

Dipper

The Heron pool hoist is
manufactured from stainless steel
with a painted finish, which gives
the hoist an unprecedented
lifespan given the environment in which it is designed to operate.
Available in four designs, it is very configurable, flexible, and will
work with pools either above or below ground level.

Heron is powered in its lift by a battery-powered electric motor
for effortless patient transfers.

The rotation is manual giving the operators fine control.
This pool hoist is available with a spreader bar which promotes
the use of a soft sling which is individually assessed for and
meets the person’s postural and safety needs. The spreader bar
provides a wider client range of accessibility into the pool.

Heron

FEATURES

✓135kg safe working load

✓Stainless Steel construction

✓Can be used with either above ground or
below ground swimming pools

✓2 year warranty

✓Different fixing options

✓Spreader bar or seat options

The AquaMaster bath hoist is available in both manual and
electric versions.

The AquaMaster fixed floor hoists feature an easy-to-clean white
nylon coating. Carers can find the ideal lifting position easily as
the seat rotates 360 degrees, locking every 90 degrees to ensure
a safe transfer.

It is easy for caregivers to lower patients into the bath by using
the winding handle. The hoist can be placed either at the side or
end of the bath, depending on accessibility and preferences.

For manual versions, an electric conversion kit is available.

FEATURES

✓130kg safe working load

✓Wooden or concrete floor fixings

✓Side or end fit configuration

✓Detachable battery pack (electric version)

✓LCD battery level indicator (electric version)

✓Emergency lift and lower functions (electric version)

✓Optional safety harness for added security

AquaMaster Bath Hoist

Battery-powered
option available

Patient Handling



FEATURES

✓140kg safe working load

✓Battery operated

✓Two-point safety belt

✓Side stabilisers with safety sensors

✓Emergency stop button

Thanks to the practical seat rotation system of the Pelican Pool
hoist, the users can carry out the operation of getting in and out
of the water independently.

This model is designed with advanced technical features, which
allows the removal of architectural barriers even in swimming
pools, with the ability to lift an individual over external walls up
to 500mm height.

Pelican Pool
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The I-Swim 2 offers a rotating pool seat lift console for patient
transfers in and out of a pool.

The hoist can be parked next to the pool and perform transfers
without having to be moved by an assistant. The seat lifts a
user from poolside, rotates through 90 degrees and places them
into the pool quickly and safely. This enables the user to operate
the hoist with ease and independence.

This nimble model is 40% lighter that its competitors due to
its exclusive turning counterweight. Furthermore, the corrosion
resistant structure ensures maximum stability and longevity.

I-Swim 2

FEATURES

✓136kg safe working load

✓Quick and safe transfers

✓Lightweight model

✓Corrosion resistant

✓Rotating seat

EcoPool

The EcoPool hoist is designed to guarantee users good
performance, with reliability and safety.

This pool hoist has a safe working load capacity of 140kg, is
equipped with front rubber safety buffers, and the parking brake
is located on the rear wheels.

The headrest is included, the armrests are adjustable, and the leg
support is removable for a more comfortable immersion in the
water. It is equipped with a 2-point safety belt and can be
replaced with a 4 or 5-point belt to accommodate with varying
user needs.

FEATURES

✓140kg safe working load

✓Maximum travel: 1190mm

✓Depth of seat inside the water: 850mm

✓Time of lowering – lifting with weight into water: 20 sec

✓Battery: 24V

Patient Handling

I-Swim 1

FEATURES

✓136kg safe working load

✓Onboard batteries

✓Convenient operator control

✓Easy to manoeuvre

✓Comfortable seat

Designed as a mobile product, the I-Swim 1 removes the
requirement for a permanently mounted pool hoist, freeing
up poolside space and giving more flexibility in where users
access a pool.

The I-Swim 1 is easy to use with a convenient push handle which
allows the hoist to be positioned at the pool edge. A patented
anti-tip stabilising system engages to keep the hoist steady as it
lowers the user into the pool with a push of a button.

The I-Swim 1 seat is a comfortable plastic tub with integrated
drain holes and an adjustable footrest. The seat is equipped with
a simple safety belt, and lift-up armrests to allow transfers.

The I-Swim 1 is powered by onboard batteries, providing enough
energy for around 50 pool transfers, and is charged using a
mains-connected transformer. The attendant controller, mounted
on the push handle, is equipped with an LCD display showing
battery capacity.
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FEATURES

✓150kg safe working load

✓Battery powered drive and lift

✓Lift-up armrests

✓Four-point safety harness (optional)

By using its motorised rear wheels, an operator can move by the
edge of the pool safely and without causing themselves any harm.

The Pandapool hoist is equipped with a comfortable patient seat
with foldable support arms and footrests. An operator at the
tiller can control the operation in and out of the pool, or a remote
handset can be used.

The Pandapool hoist, with a maximum lifting capacity of 150kg,
is very user-friendly and comes with safety sensors to prevent the
hoist from driving over the edge of the pool.

FEATURES

✓120kg safe working load

✓Battery powered

✓Lift-up armrests

✓Four-point safety harness (optional)

Pandapool

Discover the versatility of our portable pool lift, designed to
effortlessly move across various pools without the need for
ground fixing. This exceptional feature ensures suitability for
multiple pool settings, eliminating any installation hassles or
concerns associated with in-ground lifts.

Safety takes precedence, and our pool lift excels with its five
levels of security, providing users with added protection and
caretakers with peace of mind.Worries about potential injuries
areminimised, creating a safe andworry-free aquatic environment.

Simplicity meets functionality with our user-friendly pool lift,
offering quick and intuitive operation for all users, including
those new to such equipment. Bid farewell to complicated lifts
that may confuse users and embrace the ease and accessibility
our product provides.

BluOne AquaLine

FEATURES

✓250kg safe working load

✓Folding shower stretcher

✓Collapsible guard rail (padded if required)

✓Support for hand shower

✓Castors

Optional Features

✓WRAS Category 5 shower gantry

✓Air Spa

✓Chromotherapy LED system

✓Bluetooth music system

With the AquaLine, transfers take place at standard height
and then the electrically powered bath rises to up to 950mm.

This range can also be used with overhead hoists and mobile
patient lifters (the space below the bath frame allows mobile
hoist legs to pass underneath).

The bath is available in three sizes; 1600 x 700mm, 1700 x 750mm
& 1800 x 800mm.

The bath is supplied complete with a thermostatically controlled
taps and flexible feed/waste kit, and can be supplied with a
folding stretcher top.

FEATURES

✓300kg safe working load

✓Thermostatic tap options

Optional Features

✓Bluetooth music integration with speakers

✓Warm air spa (Three speeds)

✓Chromotherapy LED system

✓Footboard option

✓Overbath stretcher

✓Padding options

✓WRAS Category 5 shower gantry option

Avero

The Avero bath thrives in every environment, and is tough enough
to withstand the rigours of care homes and other high-traffic
bathing areas whilst remaining highly valuable in domestic
bathroom schemes.

This bath works well with our range of mobile and overhead
hoists, and features a large tub which means it can be used from
childhood right through to adults who require bathing care.

With its generous size, the Avero bath will accommodate most
bathing support systems. The tub can be fitted with a Neatfold
Stretcher providing a convenient shower and changing surface on
top of the bath.
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Avero Motion

The free standing Avero Motion bath has both height adjustment
and a unique recline function, and works well for most types
of transfer - whether standing, or using a mobile or ceiling hoist.

It provides a new fresh approach to stylish and comfortable
bathing offering a safe experience for the client whilst also
understanding the needs of the care giver.

The bath is designed as a result of working very closely with
professionals in the care and therapy sector for many years.
It combines a contemporary appearance with practicality,
keeping the needs of the client and care giver paramount.

FEATURES

✓210kg safe working load

✓Floor and ceiling hoist access

✓Door handle with built-in safety lock

✓Chrome brass grab handles

Optional Features

✓WRAS Category 5 shower gantry

✓Range of thermostatic valves with shower attachment

✓Air Spa

✓Chromotherapy LED system

✓Bluetooth music system

FEATURES

✓280kg safe working load

✓Thermostatic valve, including full TMV3

Optional Features

✓WRAS Category 5 shower gantry

✓Air Spa

✓Chromotherapy LED system

✓Neatfold changing bench

✓Bluetooth music integration

The Kiva draws from our long experience in building products
to suit demand. The Kiva offers a stable lifting chassis to provide
height adjustment between 700mm and 1000mm.

Designed and built without compromise, with generous internal
and external dimensions, the Kiva is one of the first capacious baths
on themarket. It looks and feels like a true classic bath and has been
specifically designed to blend into any bathroom environment.

Equipped with a range of different features and options, the Kiva
care bath is designed to suit the ever changing needs of the user,
from childhood through to adulthood.

Kiva

The height-adjustable Kiva Fusion bath features an integrated
soft-glide neatfold stretcher, and represents the ultimate
convergence of bathing, changing, and showering functionalities.

What sets this bath apart is its integrated guards, ensuring a safe
changing experience on the neatfold platform without the need
for constant guard adjustments.

The Kiva Fusion bath has a generous internal and external
dimension, providing added comfort and space for bathers to
stretch and unwind. The neatfold stretcher seamlessly covers the
entire length and width of the bath, offering ample room for
changing and showering. It can be conveniently folded away to
the side of the bath top or along the bath’s edge.

Equipped with a modern digital controller, users can easily adjust
water flow and temperature through the bath spout or trigger
shower head. The controls extend beyond the physical interface,
allowing regulation through a smartphone app or integration
with a smart home system, complete with an auto-fill feature.

FEATURES

✓280kg safe working load

✓Height-adjustable for
carer comfort

✓Large capacity for internal supports and future growth

✓Smooth glide integrated neatfold stretcher

✓Foldaway integrated guards

Optional Features

✓WRAS Category 5 shower gantry

✓Air Spa

✓Chromotherapy LED system

✓Bluetooth music system

Kiva Fusion

The Matira height-adjustable bath with a powered transfer seat
system is designed to offer safe, secure, and comfortable
independent and assisted bathing.

The fully powered transfer seat and bath are operated at the
touch of a button and are extremely quiet and smooth, offering
a safe and easy entry and exit from the bath for those that need
a little assistance but do not need to be fully hoisted.

FEATURES

✓150kg safe working load

✓Detachable powered seat with lap strap, nursing arms,
obstacle sensors and a transfer chassis

✓Battery backup

✓Working height range: 680mm-1080mm

✓3 Year warranty (terms and conditions apply)

Optional Features

✓WRAS Category 5 shower gantry

✓Choice of taps with TMV2 or TMV3 controls

✓LengthOptions: 1600mmor 1700mm (x 750mm)

✓Air Spa

✓Chromotherapy LED system

✓Bluetooth music system

Matira
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Multibath

The Multibath is a modern and stylish height-adjustable bath.
This model is extremely versatile, whilst providing a range of
hidden benefits.

The Multibath design offers the lowest step-in height available
for a care bath. This not only makes stepping in and/or transfers
safe and accessible, but it also promotes independence of more
ambulant users where possible. It provides safe clearance for
hoist transfers, with an under-cut space design enabling close
positioning of carers for final reach when assisting the bather.

FEATURES

✓114kg safe working load

✓Height-adjustable

✓Bath fill anti-scald TMV3 thermostatic mixer tap.

✓Recessed side for easier carer access

✓Adjustable height to reduce back strain for carer.

✓Available in two different lengths

Optional Features

✓WRAS Category 5 shower gantry

✓Air Spa

✓Chromotherapy LED system

✓Bluetooth music system

FEATURES

✓114kg safe working load

✓Generous internal shape and size for maximum
comfort and relaxation

✓Bath fill anti-scald TMV3 thermostatic mixer tap

✓Recessed side for easier carer access

✓Adjustable height to reduce back strain for carer

✓Available in two different lengths

✓Removable seat

Optional Features

✓WRAS Category 5 shower gantry

✓Air Spa

✓Chromotherapy LED system

✓Bluetooth music system

Multibath SE features a seat that provides powered height and
rotation allowing the user to have a more comfortable bathing
experience.

The seat can be removed and the bath lowered to give standard
bathing for ambulant users.

When lowered the bath has one of the lowest step in heights
while the seat can also offer a low transfer height, ideal for a wide
range of users.

Multibath SE

✓250kg safe working load

✓Height-adjustable

✓Compatible with mobile or overhead hoists

✓Neatfold stretcher

Optional Features

✓WRAS Category 5 gantry option

✓Air Spa

✓Chromotherapy LED system

✓Bluetooth music system

✓Available inWhite or Black

✓Water resistant

✓Motion sensor for contactless switch-on

✓Adjustable temperature and intensity

✓Safe, durable and resistant materials

✓Lower diffusers to enhance safety

TheValiryo body dryer is an innovative piece of equipment that is
ideal for users with limited mobility. It removes the
uncomfortable drying process with the friction of the towel
against the skin, and the discomfort and difficulty many users
experience when drying with them. It can enhance independence
and reduce the risk of falls.

The dryer is environmentally conscious, reducing the towel
laundry, and saving on electricity and water usage.

Valiryo Body Dryer

The Rio bath is elegant, easy to use, reliable, and well designed.

The height-adjustable feature ensures a safe and comfortable
experience for both the user and carer. Moreover, the Rio bath’s
spacious design featuring a large open area underneath allows
space for internal body supports and floor hoists.

This bath boasts twin actuators, making it one of the quietest
baths of its kind. Furthermore, it can be specified to your own
requirements, withWarmAir Spa, LED Lights and integrated
Bluetooth speakers, cultivating a calm and enjoyable atmosphere.

Optional additions also include the Neatfold integrated stretcher
andWRAS gantry.

Rio
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Barella Shower Trolleys

FEATURES

✓150kg / 200kg / 245kg safe working loads

✓Stable and generously sized platform

✓Anti-corrosion chassis

✓Strong stainless steel folding side rails

✓Adjustable height between 610mm – 1000mm

✓Single-handed plug operation

✓Hygienic shower hose design

Coral Shower Trolleys

FEATURES

✓Hydraulic height adjustment

✓Foldable siderails with safety mechanism

✓Central braking system

✓Generous size platform - 2085 x 810mm

✓Mattress, drain hose, plug and head pillow included

CORAL

✓Generous size platform - 2085 x 810mm

✓200kg safe working load

CORAL MAXI 80 & MAXI 90

✓Wide 800mmor 900mm platform

✓250kg safe working load

The Coral is a versatile trolley, offering a host of standard features including hydraulic
height adjustment (electric also available), central braking system, safety siderails, and
a stable platformwhich has a padded mattress, plug, and drainage hose all as standard.

The external dimensions of the Coral are 2085mm x 810mm, giving a usable
platform dimension of 1900mm x 650mm.

Coral has a fixed angle platform, angled just three degrees to allow effective drainage
and has foldable siderails providing for easier transfers. The strong liner features 270mm
high sides for additional protection and inbuilt channels to help the flow of water.

Coral Maxi
Wide800mmor900mmplatformoptions

Coral is also available as the Coral Maxi shower trolley which offers a more generous
size platform - measuring either 800 or 900mm internally for width which provides a
great surface for rolling and bathing.

The Coral Maxi shower trolley has a 250kg capacity and is adjusted for height
electrically through the handset control.

The Barella is tried and tested in even the
most demanding environments, our trolleys
can be expected to outlast other trolleys
and are even designed to be used in humid environments
such as leisure centres and swimming pools.

The design offers multiple safety features, robust
construction, and optimum accessibility of the user
to promote access for personal carers. This shower
trolley allows even the most complex of people
to be showered safely with the support of carers.

The 'Adult' Barella option is the most popular in the range,
offering a generous size platform that suits the majority of
applications; the standard platform can accommodate larger users
with ease, or you can opt for the extra wide platform to give a very
generous surface. For bariatric users (users over 200kg) we offer the
heavy duty option. For smaller users and where there are space
restrictions, you can select the Paediatric Barella trolley, which is both
shorter and narrower overall.

Bariatric Barella Shower Trolley
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The innovativeWave shower trolley offers fully electric profiling and height
adjustment.With a generous platform and stable base, this is a premium solution
for bathing in multi-user environments, yet aesthetically designed to look good in
the home.

The extending hose allows the trolley to be drained into a floor drain, sink, or toilet.

FEATURES

✓250kg safe working load

✓Four-piece profiling platform

✓Height-adjustable 510mm-910mm

✓Extendable platform

✓Electric tilt and profiling

✓Central braking system

Wave Shower Trolley Mobilio Shower BedHudson Shower Bed

The Hudson is a height-adjustable shower bed that gives the user
optimum comfort and safety, while offering carers the best
possible working position. This provides security and satisfaction
for both parties.

The reversible slats have a soft, warm, and pleasant feel. One side
is concave and the other side is flat which makes it easier for care
workers to turn a user when helping them change.

It is easy to adjust the height of the bed with the hand control,
and the bed can quickly be adjusted to the best position,
e.g. for a wheelchair so transferring a user onto the bed is
smooth and easy.

The shower bed is easy to clean and can be folded up when not in
use to save space in the bathroom.

FEATURES

✓220kg safe working load

✓Safe and easy to use

✓Folds away when not in-use

✓Easy to clean

FEATURES

✓200kg safe working load

✓Height-adjustable

✓Safe and easy access

✓Battery powered

✓Optional central braking

The Mobilio shower bed offers a high degree of comfort and
hygiene. Height is adjusted with a hand control, providing carers
with safe and easy access.

The reversible slats have a soft, warm, and pleasant feel. One side
is concave and the other side is flat which makes it easier for care
workers to turn a user when helping them change.

The Mobilio shower bed is battery powered so it can be moved
without cables getting in the way.

The height adjustment gives the carers the right working height,
and it reduces the amount of person lifting and moving because
it is easy to help a user from, e.g. the bedroom to the bathroom.
The users will find that changing and showering becomes a safe
and comfortable experience.
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The Premium 175 is an excellent value shower bed with powered
height adjustment that makes for easy patient handling and
reduces risk to the care assistants.

The user platform is constructed from a soft coated mesh
material, that provides a very comfortable surface to lie on.

The Premium 175 shower bed has a water collection tray which
directs all the waste water into the convenient drain hose,
preventing water from overflowing onto the floor.

The Premium 175 also has a folding safety rail for user
confidence.

FEATURES

✓200kg safe working load

✓Powered height adjustment through 700mm

✓Folds up to the wall to maximise space

✓Water collection tray prevents splashing

✓Integrated folding safety rail

✓Coated mesh platform for comfort

The Premium 200 shower bed is manufactured predominately
from powder-coated stainless steel. It has a full length fold-away
safety rail. A three-part polyurethane foammattress is supplied.

A water collection tray is equipped with an integrated water
outlet that prevents water splashing onto the floor. The discharge
hose can be connected to either an outlet in the floor or in the
wall. The bench is equipped with an adjustable head support
which can be placed at either end.

The foammattress provides a firm concave surface for patient
care, making it easy to roll whilst promoting safety and security.

The Premium 200 bed is now available in two padding
colours – dark grey or blue.

FEATURES

✓200kg safe working load

✓Powered height adjustment

✓Folding bench top

✓Water collection tray

✓Curved padded patient surface

✓Adjustable angle head section

Premium 200 Shower Bed Premium 175 Shower Bed

This power-adjusted shower bed is designed to provide a stable
platform, suitable for changing adults and children in a variety of
settings.

Carers can easily set the height of the bench, enabling them to
obtain the correct working position. This ensures safe showering
and changing for the user as well as minimising the risk of back
injury for the carer.

The Premium 150 features an integrated folding safety side rail,
gas-assisted platform folding, and a wired hand control .

The bed is made from a practical and durable PVC canvas which
is phthalate free. The frame is powder-coated steel.

FEATURES

✓200kg safe working load

✓Easy to clean

✓Light table element

✓Easy to fold

✓Splash curtain option to keep assistant’s legs dry

Premium 150 Shower Bed Vario Changing Bed

TheVario changing bed is mounted on the wall and is height-
adjustable from 300-1000mm using the hand control.

When the changing bed is not in use, the tabletop can be folded
up and locked in a vertical position so that it takes up very little
space in the room.

Folding the tabletop up and down takes place in a simple
movement.

TheVario changing bed is available in five sizes with and without
a folding side bed guard.

The optional mattress has a cleaning-friendly surface that makes
it easy to clean after use.

FEATURES

✓200kg safe working load

✓Folding bench top

✓Simple to operate

✓Five size options

✓Easy to clean
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This sleek, modern basin brings together all the elements that
create a comfortable experience for all users. Its shallow profile
ensures easy access for seated users.

The integrated handrails and cultured marble construction gives
it strength and functionality, especially for those who require
standing support at the basin.

Compact in dimensions, this basin is suited to most
environments.

Designed to be mounted at fixed height or on height-adjustable
basin brackets.

Matrix Small Wash Basin

FEATURES

✓Easy access for seated users

✓Integrated handrails

✓Compact depth

PLUS Shower Seats

The PLUS shower seat is height-adjustable to suit users needs
with the back and the seat moving together.

Available as an electrically operated model that is height-
adjustable by 500mm, or as a manually operated model that is
height-adjustable by 195mm – both models feature flip-up
armrests coated in a non-slip material that provides expert grip.

A manually operated version without arms is also available that
is height-adjustable by 380mm.

Both the seat and armrests can be folded up when not in use to
maximise space.

FEATURES

✓200kg safe working load

✓Can be set at the optimum height to suit the size
and needs of user

✓Height adjustment without the use of tools

✓Foldable seat and armrests

✓Available in a number of different colours.

Optional Features

✓Fold down arms

✓Electric height adjustment

With hydraulic height adjustment via a dual-sided pedal, the
VISIT Couch offers a mobile changing platform with outstanding
stability.

TheVISIT features large castors for easy rolling. Three are
equipped with brakes and one with a directional lock, making
longer transfers easier.

The extra-wide padded top has a usable width of 800mm, it is
upholstered with soft foamwith a choice of coloured vinyl.

The elevating head section is adjusted with a hydraulic action,
lifts to 70 degrees, and drops to -20 degrees.

TheVISIT is well suited to Changing Places facilities where mobile
changing benches provide fantastic flexibility for care assistants.

VISIT Couch

FEATURES

✓200kg safe working load

✓Folding safety rails

✓Elevating head section

✓Large castors for easy rolling

Mobilio Changing Bed

The Mobilio is a mobile changing bed with braked wheels. This
ensures that the changing bed can be stable, and is also easy to
move if needed.

The changing bed can be connected to a standard electrical outlet
with a three metre long electrical height adjustment cord. The
height is adjustable from 520-920mm by using a hand control.

The Mobilio changing bed is available in five sizes, complete
with bed guards on both sides and with a mattress for increased
comfort.

The replaceable mattress has a cleaning-friendly surface that
makes it easy to clean after use.

FEATURES

✓200kg safe working load

✓Simple to operate

✓Five size options

✓Optional central braking

✓Optional battery
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Swing Wash BasinVertex Wash Basin

The StandardLine is an excellent choice if you are looking for a
functional quality wash basin, that is suitable for private homes,
institutions, and hospitals.

The height is adjusted electrically, and you can decide if the
control switch should be placed on the right or left side of the
wash basin. That is one of the small details that can make the
basin fit your individual needs in the best possible way.

There are two types of wash basins to choose from:

Vertex StandardLine (shown above): A simple and stylish wash
basin for users without any special needs.

Vertex SupportLine: A wash basin with good access and
integrated handles that increases safety for users with limited
physical capacity.

No matter which StandardLine model you choose, you can be sure
to get a wash basin that will last for years and is easy to clean.

The Swing wash basin is recommended for both seated and
standing users. You can adjust the height and rotate it 180˚, and
you can pull it to the user.

Walking-impaired users are particularly content with this wash
basin because it can be pulled to the toilet. This means that they
do not have to get up to use it, but instead, they can safely wash
their hands while seated on the toilet.

The Swing wash basin is also very practical for wheelchair users.
You can move the basin when required, e.g. push the wash
basin to the corner when you need extra room for turning the
wheelchair.

Swing wash basins with a lifting unit can easily be adjusted in
height when needed. The simple design without any dirt traps
makes it easy to clean.

FEATURES

✓Rotating design to pull basin towards the user

✓Height-adjustable

✓Left and right handed options

✓Easy to clean

FEATURES

✓Height-adjustable

✓Three options to suit different users or environments

✓Easy to clean

SlimLine Wash Basin

The SlimLine wash basin combines mirror and basin in one unit,
meaning the mirror is therefore always at the right height no
matter if you are sitting in a wheelchair or standing up. You adjust
the height with a push on the control switch which is always
within reach as it is located right under the mirror.

The SlimLine wash basin gives good access and integrated handles
that increases safety for users with limited physical capability.

With the SlimLine wash basin, it is possible to minimise bacterial
growth so that you can maintain a high level of hygiene.

FEATURES

✓Height-adjustable

✓Integrated mirror

✓Ideal for when space is at a premium

Matrix Medium Wash Basin

The Matrix Mediumwash basin is electrically height-adjustable
by up to 200mm – the front mounted operating buttons clearly
indicate up and down and are easy to use.

The basin is designed with an inward curving front edge that
enables standing and seated users to get close to running water
and operate the tap. It features integrated hand grips with
rounded edges for a comfortable and secure hold.

The Matrix Mediumwash basin has a raised back edge and a
surface profile that directs water splashes back into the bowl, and
rounded corners that make it easy to clean.

Matrix wash basin brackets are mounted on the wall away from
the floor. This provides space for wheelchair foot plates and coved
slip resistant flooring. The concealed plumbing improves hygiene
and provides better access underneath.

FEATURES

✓200mm height adjustment

✓One piece bowl with integrated height adjustment
buttons

✓Slim-line profile maximises space in the bathroom

✓Handgrips within the bowl provide additional support

Optional Features

✓Lateral adjustment of 500mm
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Non-Thermostatic Tap

This basin tap has a long rotatable spout that makes it easier
for seated users to reach the water flow.

The ring shaped operating lever is ideal for those with limited
dexterity who may struggle with normal tap levers.

This mixer tap also features a water saving eco-effect that allows
you to adjust the water flow.

Thermostatic Tap

The long lever enables the tap to be operated by either hand
or elbow.

ATMV3 tap featuring anti-scald technology, a safe touch body,
and a self-draining spout.

PLUS Basin Bracket

The PLUS basin bracket can be tailored to meet the needs of the
user and the space. It is easily controlled by a hydraulic or electric
powered lever that can be placed on the right or left side.

The smooth surface with rounded edges makes cleaning easy and
helps to maintain a high level of hygiene.

The bracket is constructed to bear a maximum load of 135kg,
to hold the weight of the basin and user who may lean on the
bracket for support.

FEATURES

✓Hydraulic or electric options

✓Adjustable for standing or seated height

✓Easily adapts to the needs of the user

✓Quick and seamless adjustments

Plus Thermostatic Bath
Shower Mixer

Autotherm Bath Tap

✓Thermal cartridge technology

✓Temperature stability of ± 2°C

✓Fail safe protection on both the hot and cold supplies.

✓Operating pressure range of 0.2 to 5 bar

✓WRAS andTMV2 approved.

The Plus Thermostatic Bath Shower Mixer comb, a clean, simple
style with thermostatic protection. Practical and elegant, the
Plus range can be used to enhance the appeal of the bathroom
setting whilst protecting those who use the bath or shower.
Suitable for use with unvented supplies, combi boilers, gravity,
and mains pressure systems.

✓TMV3 SchemeApproved

✓3/4" BSP male at 180mm centres

The only bath shower mixer with the facility to deliver one
maximum temperature for bathfill and another for showering.

It will automatically reset a safe maximum showering temperature
where the higher bathfill temperature had already been set.

Supplied complete with temperature and flow cartridges, check
valves and flexible tails.

SELECT Wash Basin Bracket

The SELECT wash basin bracket has an electric motor, concealed
plumbing, and height adjustment to 300mmwith a lever control.

This bracket is wall-mounted, with extra floor standing support to
ensure a sturdy foundation for your basin. The basin can be easily
adjusted using the provided built in lever.

The flat smooth surfaces of the bracket makes it easy to keep
clean and maintain exemplary levels of hygiene in your facilities.

FEATURES

✓Lever or handset control

✓Powered height adjustment

✓Available with a optional safety-stop function
to prevent entrapment
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AquaClean Mera

The AquaClean is a shower toilet that combines adaptability and
adjustability along with an array of clever features that ultimately
puts the user in control.

The toilet offers a warmwater wash withWhirlSpray shower
technology, allowing for five adjustable shower pressure settings
with a slight oscillating movement. This ensures a feeling of
exceptional cleanliness.

AquaClean has TurboFlush technology that operates when a user
stands, and a rimless ceramic pan that ensures excellent flushing
and great hygiene. A “shower chair” mode allows the toilet to be
used with a mobile shower chair such as a RAZAT.

It can be controlled via push-button controls on the side of the
toilet, via the remote control, the touch-free controller, or via
an app on the users phone. It features fully adjustable spray arm
position, water temperature and intensity, and drying.

AquaClean has a specially strengthened seat that has been
designed to be sturdy enough to withstand sideways transfers.

FEATURES

✓Installable height from 440mm to 560mm

✓190kg safe working load

✓Easy to care for unique dirt repellent ceramic

Palma Vita

FEATURES

✓190kg/362kg safe working load

✓Soft seat options

✓Bariatric seat

✓Alternate douche arms

✓Various control options

✓Fold down support arms

✓Soft arm sleeves

✓Lateral body supports

Optional Features

✓Plinths

✓Infill panel

Contour 21

FEATURES

✓Domestic and commercial use

✓Doc M approved

✓Raised heightWC

✓Secure top fix seats

✓Water efficient

FEATURES

✓Close coupled pan & cistern

✓Cistern fittings & lever

✓Toilet seat ring with
stainless steel hinge

✓750mm projection meets Doc M

✓Includes Chester toilet seat

Bathing & Hygiene

The PalmaVita care toilet is the innovative blend of a
conventional toilet, with an integrated washing and drying
system.

This care toilet was designed to provide expert postural support
and positioning for the user.

Both the flush, and the wash and dry cycle, can be activated
either by a push of the elbow pad, a remote control, a
movement-sensitive switch, or a pneumatic hand/foot switch.
There are also a range of additional accessories, meaning that the
toilet’s functions can be tailored to specific needs.

High quality Doc-M
compliant close-coupled
WC complete with full ring
toilet seat.

With 750mm projection,
and lever flush handle.

The Contour 21 range of
sanitary ware is a widely
used range suitable for
multiple commercial
washroom environments.

This raised-height close-
coupled toilet is suitable for use by wheelchair users
or by ambulant disabled people.

Premium Doc M WC
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Wall Mounted Screen

AWall Mounted Screen can function as a privacy screen or a room
divider, and can easily be brought into position and folded up again to
save space after use.

The screen can be wall or column mounted and can also be used as a
mobile solution. The panels fold in a concertina pattern and are
supported by and roll on lockable casters.

The screen is constructed with a strong aluminium frame with opaque
plexiglass panels that allow light through while providing privacy. The
hinges between panels are designed to provide 360° privacy.

The modular system allows for adjustment in length even after initial
installation.

Privacy &
Infection Control

RTS Folding Telescopic
Privacy Screen Rail

RTI Folding Telescopic
Folding Curtain Rail

This wall mounted folding and telescopic curtain rail system
is ideal for privacy screening within hygiene suites.

The RTI rail swings out from the wall to provide a telescopic
rail. The rail can fold downwards when parked to take up less
space in storage.

It is lightweight but strong with a selection of wall mounting
options to suit every situation.

Available in three extendable options:

RTI 1.3 - 700mm to 1300mm
RTI 1.6 - 800mm to 1600mm
RTI 2.2 - 1000mm to 2200mm

This wall-mounted, telescopic
curtain rail system is ideal for privacy
screening within hygiene suites.

The RTS rail is lightweight but strong with a selection of wall
mounting options to suit every situation.

Swing-out and self-supporting; this screen is only there when it’s
needed. After use, simply push the rail together and turn it
towards the wall to store.

Available in three extendable options:

RTS 1.2 - 550mm to 1200mm
RTS 1.5 - 650mm to 1500mm
RTS 2.1 - 850mm to 2100mm

FEATURES

✓Easy to use

✓Space saving rail

✓Three lengths

✓Includes anti-ligature curtain rings

FEATURES

✓Lightweight and easy to move

✓Strong and stable, even at max extension

✓Versatile, folds away to the wall

✓Ideal for use with overhead hoist systems

FEATURES

✓Flexible privacy solution

✓Space saving

✓Adjustable length after installation

✓Available heights are 1650mm and 1850mm

Can also be used as a mobile solution.Coloured and patterned panels available.
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Privacy &
Infection Control
Privacy &
Infection Control

The corner opening shower curtain rail consists of two separate
rails. The two rail arms can fold to the wall individually, creating
the space to use a hoist.

When the rails are swung out and connected at the corner using
a magnetic fixing, the enclosed space is created.

The rails are made from anodised aluminium, and include 2 x 12
anti-ligature curtain rings.

Shower curtains are required; we recommend the PRT205000
curtain set.

FEATURES

✓Allows use of a ceiling hoists system

✓Locking corner mechanism

✓Anodised aluminium

✓Recommended for use with PRT205000 curtain set

Butterfly Privacy Screen

The Butterfly Privacy Screen is a high-quality product,
manufactured in Germany, featuring translucent white panels
that provide privacy whilst allowing light through.

The screen has three folding leaves. The middle leaf is mounted
on a doubleT-leg, with 360° rotatable leaves on either side.

The panels move on castors which are lockable to prevent the
screen frommoving. It can be set up in a flash, and packed away
again just as quickly.

FEATURES

✓Easy to handle and move

✓Braked castors

✓Translucent white panels

✓Absolutely opaque across the whole width.

Premium Shower Curtain
Rail Corner Opening

Room padding

Room Padding

Floor and wall padding has the power to transform any area into
a safe haven, alleviating concerns about accidents while fostering
a secure atmosphere where individuals can freely expend their
energy and engage in sensory exploration.

This padding serves as a gentle and safeguarding enhancement
suitable for sensory rooms, bedrooms, corridors, or bathrooms.
It is expertly crafted with a timber backing, precision machine
sewing, and customised dimensions to fit your needs perfectly.

FEATURES

✓Robust and shock absorbing

✓Made to measure

✓Phthalate and latex free

✓Flame retardant/foam and vinyl

✓Easy to clean
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SmartRamp

The SmartRamp system offers an affordable solution,
with a wide range of options that encompass both
flexibility and adherence to the latest access
regulations. The system has been meticulously
designed for swift and straightforward installation.

Furthermore, it is engineered to enable effortless
disassembly and rapid reconfiguration without
necessitating any cutting or customisation.

Access

The Residential Elevator provides smooth and quiet through-floor
travel and is an impressive addition to any home. Designed to be
easily installed in a wide range of homes, the Residential Elevator
is available in a range of sizes and with travel distance up to 4.2m.

It travels on elegant vertical elevator rails that means when the
lift is not in the room you can enjoy all of your living space.
It's manufactured to the highest safety standards and with a
range of optional extras, our Residential Elevator is the ultimate
choice for adding value to your lifestyle at home.

FEATURES

✓Compact - single person residential elevators

✓ Twin - compact and attractive two-person residential elevator

✓Wheelchair - an innovative lift that helps wheelchair users live
independently at home

Residential ElevatorEco Through-Floor Lift

The elegant design fits unobtrusively into the home with the lift
being 'called' only when required, leaving the room-in-use free
with full floor access.

Powered electronically, the traction drive system is clean and
environmentally friendly, requiring 56% less power to run, it
helps to reduce the carbon footprint. The traction drive is also
19% quieter than a hydraulic system and offers higher travel
distance of up to 4.2m compared to 3.6mmaximum height of
a hydraulic lift.

FEATURES

✓225kg safe working load

✓Up to 4.2m of travel

✓Access between three floors

✓Single person carriage

✓Wheelchair or seated

FEATURES

✓Self-draining and comfortable underfoot

✓Can be removed and reused on numerous occasions

✓Available in widths of 900mm, 1000mm, 1200mm and 1500mm

✓Hatch sections can be provided to access to inspection chambers

✓Can be sprayed to include a “highlighted edge” for use by people
with visual impairments

✓Multi directions low slip potential surface

✓Easy to clean and maintain
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CareSpaces’ mission is to provide expert solutions that cut
your long-term costs. Equipment maintenance ensures your
compliance with regulations whilst keeping your equipment
in good working order.

What is the difference between a
Warranty and a Service Contract?

Warranty

Each of our products comes with a warranty.

The length of the warranty should be clearly stated in the order
confirmation email.

Our warranties cover unlimited reactive visits and the cost of
replacement parts.

Servicing

Each of our service contracts includes at least one annual service (the number
of visits to be completed will be noted in your order confirmation). Items such
as hoists will be tested and certified to conformwith LOLER and PUWER
regulations.

It is important to secure a service contract if you have equipment that needs
to meet compliance regulations.Warranties can only be upheld if the equipment
has been maintained according to manufacturer’s requirements.

Servicing & Warranty

Warranty extension

2 visits per annum to service and test in line
with LOLER/PUWER regulations.

Responsive callout, parts, or additional labour
charges to repair equipment

Available as 1, 3, and 5-year contracts.

2 visits per annum to service and test in
line with LOLER regulations.

Available as 1, 3, 5, and 10-year contracts.

2 visits per annum to inspect, service,
and test the hoist system, nursing bench,
basin, and facility accessories with relevant

LOLER certificates.

A written report on facility condition along with
recommendations for repairs and renewals.

Available as 1, 3, and 5-year contracts
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